ABSTRACT. We study the geometry of Finsler submanifolds using the pulledback approach. We define the Finsler normal pulled-back bundle and obtain the induced geometric objects, namely, induced pullback Finsler connection, normal pullback Finsler connection, second fundamental form and shape operator. Under a certain condition, we prove that induced and intrinsic Hashiguchi connections coincide on the pulled-back bundle of Finsler submanifold.
INTRODUCTION
Let ( M , F ) be a Finsler manifold and T M 0 be its slit tangent bundle. There exist in the literature, several frameworks for the study of Finsler geometry. For example an approach through the double tangent bundle T T M 0 (Grifone's approach, [5] ), an approach via the vertical subbundle of T T M 0 (see ) and the pulled-back bundle approach (see Bao-Chern-Shen [2] ). The latter is for us the most natural approach, because it facilitates the analogy with the Riemannian geometry. In [3] Bejancu and Farran described the theory of Finsler submanifold via the vertical bundle and applied their study to some induced geometric objects as connections and curvatures. The study was applied for the induced and intrinsic Cartan, Chern and Berwald connections, but in Finsler geometry there is also a famous connection, namely Hashiguchi connection which also deserves to be studied. The purpose of the present paper is to suggest under the pulled-back approach of Finsler submanifold, a comparison between the induced and the intrinsic Hashiguchi connections on the Finsler submanifold. The paper consists of three sections. In Section 2 we provide a brief account of the basic definitions and concepts that are used throughout the paper. For more details we refer to [3] , [6] , [7] . In Section 3, we construct the Finsler normal and tangential pulled-back bundle and obtain the induced geometric objects: Induced and intrinsic Finsler-Ehresmann connection, the pulled-back Finsler connection, the second fundamental form and the shape operator. Finally, the Section 4 is devoted to the comparison between the induced and the intrinsic Hashiguchi connection on Finsler submanifold.
PRELIMINARIES
Let π : T M → M be a tangent bundle of a connected smooth Finsler manifold M of dimension m. We denote by v = (x, y) the points in T M if y ∈ π −1 (x) = T x M . We denote by O(M ) the zero section of T M , and by T M 0 the slit tangent bundle T M \ O(M ). We introduce a coordinate system on T M as follows. Let U ⊂ M be an open set with local coordinate (x 1 , ..., x m ). By setting v = y i ∂ ∂x i for every v ∈ π −1 (U ), we introduce a local coordinate (x, y) = (x 1 , ..., x m , y 1 , ..., y m ) on π −1 (U ).
where
The pair (M, F ) is called Finsler manifold. The pulled-back bundle π * T M is a vector bundle over the slit tangent bundle T M 0 , defined by
By (2.1), the pulled-back vector bundle π * T M admits a natural Riemannian metric
This is in general called the fundamental tensor (see [2] for more details). Likewise, there are some Finslerian tensors which play important roles in the Finslerian geometry, namely, the distinguished section 4) and the Cartan tensor given by
Note that, with a slight abuse of notation, ∂ ∂x i and dx i are regarded as sections of π * T M and π * T * M , respectively. Now, for the differential π * of the submersion π : T M 0 → M , the vertical subbundle V of T T M 0 is defined by V = ker π * , and V is locally spanned by {F ∂ ∂y 1 , ..., F ∂ ∂y n } on each π −1 (U ). Then, it induces the exact sequence
The horizontal subbundle H is defined by a subbundle H ⊂ T T M 0 , which is complementary to V. These subbundles give a smooth splitting
Although the vertical subbundle V is uniquely determined, the horizontal subbundle is not canonically determined. An Ehresmann connection of the submersion π : T M 0 → M depends on a choice of horizontal subbundles.
In this paper, we shall consider the choice of Ehresmann connection which arises from the Finsler structure F , constructed as follows. Recall that [9] every Finslerian structure F induces a spray
in which the spray coefficients G i are defined by
where the matrix (g ij ) means the inverse of (g ij ).
Define a π * T M -valued smooth form on T M 0 by It is well know that, π * T M can be naturally identified with the horizontal subbundle H and the vertical one V [1] . Thus, any section X of π * T M is considered as a section of H or a section of V. We denote by X H and X V respectively, the section of H and the section of V corresponding to X ∈ Γ(π * T M ):
where {F ∂ ∂y i := ( 
..,m the basis of V * . For two bundle morphisms π * and θ from T T M 0 onto π * T M , we have the following.
The bundle morphism π * and θ satisfy
The Proposition 2.3 means that HT M 0 , as well as VT M 0 , can be naturally identified with the bundle π * T M , that is, Note that all outstanding connections of the Finsler geometry, namely [6] : Cartan, Berwald, Chern and Hashiguchi connections on π * T M are the pulled-back bundle Finsler connections.
NORMAL AND TANGENTIAL FINSLER PULLED-BACK BUNDLE
Let ( M , F ) be a real (m + n)-dimensional Finsler manifold. By (2.3), there exist a Riemannian metric g on the pulled-back bundle π * T M , whose local components are given by
The local coordinates on T M 0 will be (x i , y i ), i ∈ {1, · · · , m + n}, where (x i ) are the local coordinates on M .
In the following, we use the ranges for indices:
Suppose that M is a real m-dimensional submanifold of M defined by the equations
Denote by ι the immersion of M in M and consider the tangent map
, where x i are function in (3.2) and
Recall that the sections ∂ ∂x i and dx i of T M and his dual T * M give rise to sections of the pulled-back bundles [2] . In order to keep the notation simple, we also use the symbols ∂ ∂x i and dx i to denote the basis sections of π * T M and π * T * M . Note that, the pulled-back bundle π * T M is a vector subbundle of 
On the other hand, the Finsler structure F of M induces on T M 0 the function F locally given by
Then by straightforward calculations it follows that (M, F ) is a Finsler manifold and the fundamental tensor of F is given by
So we have the orthogonal decomposition
Now, we consider local sections of orthonormal basis {N a = N i a ∂ ∂x i } of π * T M ⊥ with respect to g, where N i a are the functions on T M 0 , satisfying the following relations:
and 
By G s we obtain the induced Finsler-Ehresmann form θ, defined by
and N α β is related to N i j by (see [8] , [3] ):
On the other hand, the coefficients N α β has an intrinsic analogousN α β , obtained by the spray coefficients of F on M , and related to N α β , bŷ
14)
where the functions H a λ and A α βa are given respectively by
By (3.14), we obtain the intrinsic Finsler-Ehresmann π * T M -valued formθ given by:θ 
where D is the (0, 1; 1)-tensor called deformation tensor and given by,
Proof. We have
β N a i = 0. Also, we havê
which completes the proof.
Note that the corresponding horizontal section l H of the distinguished section l defined in (2.4) is given by l H = l α δ δu α .
Lemma 3.2. The action of the deformation (0, 1; 1)-tensor D defined in (3.18) on l H vanishes, that is D(l H ) = 0.
Proof. The proof follows from a direct calculations using the fact that the Cartan tensor A vanishes along the distinguished section l.
Let us denote by θ the Finsler-Ehresmann form on V T M 0 . It is easy to see that θ is a bundle isomorphism of V T M 0 onto π * T M (see [1] for more details). Therefore, we have the following. 
Proof. Let θ −1 the inverse of θ, we have
Now, using the Proposition 3.1 we have Considering the induced Finsler-Ehresmann connection on M , we proceed with the study of the geometric objects induced by ∇ on π * T M . Then according to the orthogonal decomposition (3.7), the Gauss and Weingarten formulas are given by
It is easy to check that, ∇ and ∇ ⊥ are respectively the linear connections on π * T M and π * T M ⊥ . Thus, with the induced FinslerEhresmann connection HT M 0 , we can define a pullback Finsler connections on π * T M and π * T M ⊥ which derive from ∇ and will called respectively the induced pullback Finsler connection and the induced normal pullback Finsler connection. Note that for any η ∈ Γ(π * T M ⊥ ), we call A η and S the shape operator and the second fundamental form, respectively, and these are the Finslerian tensors of type (0, 1; 1) and (1, 1; 1), respectively. Now for any X ∈ Γ(T T M 0 ) we define the differential operator,
Clearly, ∇ is a linear connection on π * T M | T M 0 . So (HT M 0 , ∇) defines the restriction of the pullback Finsler connection ∇ on π * T M| T M 0 .
We now consider the local coefficients of ∇, ∇ and ∇ ⊥ given respectively by
where Γ k ij and γ k ij are the "Christoffel symbols" with respect δ δx i and F ∂ ∂y i , respectively and given by:
and γ
We also define locally, the horizontal and vertical part of second fundamental form respectively by
Likewise, the horizontal and vertical part of shape operator with respect to the normal section N a are given respectively by
By the lemma 3.3, it is easy to check that the local coefficients of ∇ and ∇ are related by:
where H a α is given by (3.15). The local coefficients of the induced pullback Finsler connection ∇ are given in terms of the local coefficients of ∇ by [3] : Likewise, the local coefficients of ∇ ⊥ are given in function of the local coefficients of ∇ by:
Furthermore, the local components of the horizontal and vertical part of second fundamental form are given respectively by Finally the local components of the horizontal and vertical part of shape operator are given respectively by: As an application of the general theory of pullback Finsler connection developed in the previous section, we consider in the following ambient manifold ( M , F ) endowed with Hashiguchi connection, and study the induced one in (M, F ).
Now denote by
H ∇ the Hashiguchi connection on the pullback bundle π * T M , given locally by:
Recall that H k ij and h k ij are given, respectively, by [6] :
and h
where L k ij are the coefficients of Landsberg tensor with respect to g (see [9] for more details). 
Proof. Recall that the coefficients of Landsberg tensor L ijk are given by the horizontal covariant derivatives of g ij denoted g ij;k , more precisely L ijk := − 1 2 g ij;k (see [9] ). By lemma 3.3 we have
, and denoting that the vertical correspondent of N a by V N a := θ −1 (N a ), and using (3.13) and (3.11), we obtain
Hence, one has
as required. 
9)
Moreover the local coefficients of the horizontal and vertical part of shape operator are given respectively by: Then using (3.14) and taking into account (4.13) we derive that
where D λ α are the coefficients of deformation tensor D. Elsewhere the Hashiguchi connection is given by [6] Proof. Contracting (4.16) by g µλ , and using (4.14) and (4.6), the result follows. 
